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The subject of this paper on the theory of classes of finite groups may be 
viewed from two positions. The first relates to the fact that the join under a 
given closure operator in the sense of P. Hall [6] is not well understood. 
The second aspect is the problem of finding subclasses with closure proper- 
ties. By a result of Bryant, Bryce, and Hartley [l], the (saturated) for- 
mation generated by a finite soluble group possesses only finitely many and 
consequently maximal (saturated) subformations. In general, the question 
arises, “which types of (saturated) formations allow maximal subobjects at 
all?” 
The A-Frattiniclass of an A-closed class of finite groups is introduced to 
investigate the join under the closure operator A. By definition, it com- 
prises all groups that are not essential in any generating subclass of a given 
class, and is itself A-closed. Furthermore, the Frattiniclass appears as the 
intersection of the maximal subobjects, and this structural property makes 
it an instrument to determine whether such do exist. 
In this paper, special attention is paid to the Frattiniclass of a saturated 
formation. For contributions to the Frattiniclasses associated with other 
closure operators, in particular the operator Q&, of formation, see [8]. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
For notation, the reader is referred to [4, 61, and to [9] in general. All 
groups under consideration shall be in the universe d of finite groups, in 
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particular, G, XE 8, let “class” stand for “class of finite groups,” written X, 
etc. (i.e., if Gr XE X then GE X). We call X finite if it contains only 
finitely many isomorphism types of groups. Let p, q denote primes and Y;, 
i= 1,2, the class of primitive groups as in [4, 1.11 with p dividing the 
order of the socle. Let A be a closure operator, we assume property (EA) 
throughout: 
Given classes X, Y with X finite and X z A@Y, then there is a 
finite class d c SY such that X s AS!‘. PA) 
This is no restriction inasmuch as (EA) is satisfied by the operators Q, 
R,, Do, E,, PQ, S, S,, N, and their joins needed in the theory of 
homomorphs (Q-closed classes), Schunckclasses (PQ-closed), formations 
(QR,-closed), saturated formations ({E,, Q, R,}-closed), Fittingclasses 
({N,, S,}-closed). F or basic results, the reader is referred to [3-$93. 
We write SF := (E,, Q, R,}. A class x is called A-maximal in X = AX 
(written Z A-max X), if Z is a maximal A-closed subclass of X. 
2. THE CONCEPT OF FRATTINICLASSES 
(2.1) DEFINITION. For an A-closed class X let 
@,(X):=(GIGEX, If#sX such that X=A(G,Z) then X=AZ’) 
be the A-Frattiniclass of X. 
(2.2) Remark. It is easily derived that 
@,(X)=(GIGEX, If&?=A%cX such that X=A(G,%) then X=2). 
The Frattiniclass shares the “Frattini” property (2.3), which was obser- 
ved by Pense [ 10, 5.201 for Fittingclasses. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let X be A-closed. Then 
@A(X) = 
n (&’ 1% A-max X } if A-maximal subclasses of X exist 
X otherwise. 
ProoJ Let 
ojy:= f-l{-@ 
1 
and note 3 = A+Y 
1% A-max X} if A-maximal subclasses of X exist 
X otherwise, 
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(1) If X E GA(%)\Y then Y # %, and there is an A-maximal subclass 
J? of X such that X$x”. Then ?.? =A(X, .#), but XE QA($) yields 
5? = 2, in contradiction to X$x. Hence @,J%) c Y. 
(2) If there is a group XEY\@~(%) then by (2.2) there is a class 
2 = A 2 s $5” such that A(X, 2) = $5. We consider all chains of type 
where J denotes the set of indices of (9). We show that the join v := 
UitJ $ is itself A-closed: Let G E A v. Since A satisfies property (EA), then 
G E A B for some finite subclass 3 of v, and hence 3 _C ?& for some k E J, 
therefore GE y-. Consequently we have 2 c v = A y. 
If +‘#X is true for all chains of type (§), then each chain has an 
A-closed upper bound strictly contained in X, and by the lemma of 
Zorn there is a maximal element P’ in (3 1%’ c ?? = A% $ %}, certainly 
2 A-max X. This leads to Y c Y. But because of A(X, ~8) = X we have 
X 4 2, contrary to X E Y. 
Hence there is a chain of type (0) satisfying Y = X. But this implies 
XE~ for some Jo J and thus A(X, &‘)= &, contradicting A(X, X’)= 
x 2 x,. 
Therefore ?Y c Q,(X), and the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 
A useful consequence of (2.3) is the property (2.4): 
(2.4) Remark. Let X be A-closed. Then the A-Frattiniclass of % is an 
A-closed subclass of X. 
Both cases of (2.3) do occur: Given the (saturated) formation generated 
by a single group, it follows from the definition (2.1) that the SF- 
Frattiniclass must be nontrivial (cf. the result of [l] as mentioned in the 
Introduction). For the other case we refer to (3.4) below. 
3. SF-FRATTINICLASSES AND ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ OF LOCAL DEFINITIONS 
In this section and in the following section we make some contributions 
to the SF-Frattiniclass of a saturated formation. Via the Gaschiitz- 
Lubeseder-Schmid Theorem [ 111, saturated formations are treated in the 
form of their local definition (cf. [4, 5)). We note the following description, 
the basic idea of which goes back to Cossey and Oates-MacDonald [2] in 
the case of the saturated formation generated by a soluble group. 
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(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let Z be a homomorph, and let X be the saturated 
formation generated by A?. For all primes p, define a formation function f via 
and let B = LF(f) be the saturated formation locally defined by J: Then 
X = F. In particular, f is the minimal local definition of 3. 
Proof: Since 9<nXzx*(p)=QRO(G/S(G)JG~9TnX) for the 
minimal local definition x* of X, we get f(p) E x*(p) for all p and thus 
9GX. 
For the reverse inclusion we show # E 9: Let A’ be a group of minimal 
order in Z’\S; then XEP, u Pz by [4,2.1]. If XEP”; n A? then 
X/S(X)E~(~) and thus X~L$f(p)s9, a contradiction. If XeP;nZ 
then a contradiction results from XE f(p) c 9 by definition of f(p). Hence 
Z lies in 9, and consequently X = SF% c 9. Q.E.D. 
To shorten the notation when investigating the SF-Frattiniclass in the 
sequel, we use the following immediate consequence of (3.1): 
(3.2) Remark. Let X = LF(x*) be a saturated formation with minimal 
local definition x*, and let XE Xn (gl u pl). Let % = LF(h*) be a 
saturated formation such that X = SF(X, 2) having minimal local 
definition h*. Then for all p E char X, 
x*(p) = Q&G*(p), (G/S(G) I G E g$’ n Q(J3), (G I GE g$ n Q(W)L 
and 
either XE Sl and X/S(X) E x*(q) 
or XE S; and XE x*(q) 
for any q dividing [S(X)/. 
Now we can state a most natural connection between the SF-Frat- 
tiniclass of a saturated formation and the QR,-Frattiniclasses of its local 
definition: 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let X = LF(x*) be a saturated formation with minimal 
local definition x*. Let a formation function y be defined via 
Y(P) = 
i 
@‘e&(x*(P)) if pEcharX 
Izl otherwise, 
and let g = LF( y). Then CV G CD&X). 
Proof: Consider XE@Y\@&X) of minimal order; then Xg9, u PJ” by 
[4, 1.21, and there is a saturated formation # with minimal local 
definition h* such that SF(X, &‘) = 9. Hence reduction step (3.2) applies. 
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In the case Xe.97 for some q we have R := X/S(X)E y*(q), where 
Y* denotes the minimal local definition of ?Y. Since both 
(G/S(G) I G E 9”:: n Q(x)) and (G ( G E 9; n Q(X)) are contained in Q(8) 
and thus in y*(q) c QaR,(x*(q)), it follows that x*(q) = h*(q) and finally 
XE 5$h*(q) c 2. 
If XE~; for some q then XE y*(q) yields x*(q) = h*(q) again and thus 
XE h*(q) G z@. 
Consequently in both cases we have 2 =X and therefore Oy z Q&X). 
Q.E.D. 
By the main result on QR,-Frattiniclasses, the QR,-Frattiniclass of a 
saturated formation is the saturated formation itself [S, A2]. Combining 
this with (3.3) we are able to describe a large class of saturated formations 
that do not contain saturated subformations: 
(3.4) THEOREM. Let X = LF(x*) be a saturated formation with minimal 
local definition x* having the property that x*(p) # (1) is itself a saturated 
formation for all p E char X. Then G&X) = X. 
With the exception of the classes excluded by x*(p) # (1) (note that 
G&N) = (1) for the class J1’ of nilpotent groups), examples of formations 
as in (3.4) comprise the primitive saturated formations in the sense of 
Hawkes [7]. An example of a saturated formation that is not generated by 
finitely many groups but has maximal saturated subformations is provided 
by the class @ of supersoluble groups [8,6.2.6]. 
4. SF-FRATTINICLASSES AND PQ-FRATTINICLASSES 
A second contribution to the SF-Frattiniclass of a saturated formation 
comes from its PQ-Frattiniclass (Schunck-Frattiniclass). The problem of 
finding the Schunck-Frattiniclass of a Schunckclass was already solved in 
the work of Schunck [ 123 in principle. Transferred into the terminology of 
Frattiniclasses it assumes the following shape (where (Q - 1 )X denotes 
nontrivial epimorphic images of groups in X): 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let X be a Schunckclass, and let 
3 =Pn(Q- l)(XnY). 
Then Q&X) = PQF. 
Proof. Obvious. 
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(4.2) THEOREM. Let % be a saturated formation of soluble groups. Then 
@P&v c @SF(fo 
Proof: Let x* be the minimal local definition of X. With d as in (4.1), 
it suffices to show ZZ’c Q&X). 
If XE 3 then XE .Pf for some prime p, and there is a group HE 91 n X, 
some q, such that XE (Q - l)(H), hence X~x*(q). We apply the reduction 
step (3.2) to a saturated formation Y? satisfying SF(X, 2”) =X. Noting 
that (Q- l)(X)cGeR,(x*(q)) by [8, 5.2.61, we get (G/S(G)IGePfn 
Q(x)) E cDQR,,(x*(q)), hence XE Z and consequently XE aSF(X). Q.E.D. 
Although straightforward examples [S, 6.3.41 show that a result 
analogous to (4.2) cannot be expected in the universe of finite groups, the 
contribution of the Schunck-Frattiniclass of a saturated formation X to the 
SF-Frattiniclass of X can be described in a manner more complicated than 
but basically similar to that in (4.2) [S, 6.3.5, 6.4.11. 
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